SAP1 Without The
Hardware Costs.
Many businesses think they would benefit from
SAP1, but want to trial it without incurring the
typical £15K hardware investment that is needed.
What is [solution/service]?
OfficeTechHub lets you put a toe in the water by providing temporary affordable
Microsoft Azure cloud servers to run a trial. At the end of the trial, if you decide
to deploy SAP One, simply continue your cloud subscription – no re-installation
needed.

Box 5: Why customers
use [solution/service]

• Trial SAP1 without
risk
• Understand the
business benefits
SAP1 could
deliver
• Deploy fast with
minimal capital
cost

On Demand Infrastructure

Fast Deployment

Protected by Microsoft

• Flexes with your business

• Expert technical resources

• Only pay for what your need

• Minimal setup fees

• Highly secure UK data
centres

• Increase/decrease
computing power month by
month

• No waiting on delivery

Try out SAP1 without
Commitment

Infrastructure that can be
deployed in 24 hours

• Built in resilience and
redundancy

• Enterprise-grade hardware

Enterprise-grade
protection as standard

“We trialed SAP1 risk-free, which confirmed our view it would significantly benefit our business.
The subsequent deployment of SAP1 on the Azure platform has allowed us the flexibility to
expand into the US and South East Asia” Suzie Bergman, Founder and CEO, Storksak
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OfficeTechHub utilises Microsoft Azure to allow
businesses to test and deploy SAP1 without incurring
substantial hardware costs.
Proof & Statistics
•

SAP1 on Azure has been shown to improve business
efficiency and allow businesses the flexibility to
expand

•

Trial server deployment available within 24 hours

•

Guaranteed ability to convert trial to live without
disruption or re-installation fees

OfficeTechHub Installation
Special Offer
Our promise to you
OfficeTechHub will deliver a
subscription based temporary Azure
platform to let you trial SAP1 risk-free.

An offer to get you started
•

Get your SAP1 trial up and running
today

•

Only pay for the hardware
resources you need, while you
need them

SAP on the Microsoft Azure platform
•

Azure platform certified by SAP since 2014

•

Installation for only £995+VAT

•

Strong strategic partnership between Microsoft and
SAP

•

•

Trusted by customers including Coca-Cola, Accenture,
Tate & Lyle

Typical saving of £12K compared
with purchasing and deploying
hardware for a SAP1 trial

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes
• Take the risk and cost out of trialling SAP1
• Understand what business benefits SAP1 could unlock
• Reap the benefits fast, with minimal upfront costs

Why OfficeTechHub?
As a Microsoft Gold Cloud Partner, we work extensively with businesses to help them reap the commercial and
operational benefits of the Azure cloud. Our in-depth technical skills and ISO 27001 security certification are
some of the reasons why over the last 25 years we’ve become trusted technology partner to so many SMB’s.
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